The symbols, designations and definitions are the same as those in Krohn and Rhodes (1965) ; that article contains complete algebraic characterizations of general and some special nets of threshold elements and of the transition functions associated with them. In Corollary 3.1. (iii) the authors give a criterion for transition functions of Simple McCulloch-Pitts Nets (SMPN) which is necessary but not sufficient. This paper intends to bring a sufficient criterion by addition of another necessary condition.
An example may show that equation (3.1) is not sufficient. Let N = /a, b, c}, a ~ b, a ~ c, b ~ c, and the mapf:$(N) --~ $(N) be defined by 
and for each n, n', n" eN
Proof. Let f = f~ and M = (N, T, W)eSMPN. We show that there ! t! holds now (3.1a) in addition to equation (3.1). For n = n or n = n or
n' n" (3.1a) is trivial. Let now n ~ n', n ~ n , ~ n , and let 
I1, if nef({a} ) ~0, if nef({n', a} ) -f( {a} ) for some n'eN W(a,n) = |-~,ifnef({n'~})
f ({n",a}) 
1). If nef( {n"} ) --f( {n", a} ) then nef( In"} ),
but n~f({a}) because of (3.1). Suppose nef(ln' , a}) -f({a} ) for some n'eN and nef({n"}) -f({n", a}) for some n"eN, then nef({n"}) [7 f( {n', a}) and we get also nef(In", a}) because of (3.1a). This is a contradiction.
Thus we see that W: N X N --+ 10, 1, -~} is well defined. Now we showf = f~. It is clear thatf(~) = fM(~J) = ~ andf(Ia}) = fM({a}) for all aeN. Let a and b be two elements of N and a ~ b. Let nef ( {a, b} 
